Me Without You
Synopsis
Looking for the perfect way to say I love you to a special someone? From famed illustrators Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar, the New York Times bestselling book Me Without You features countless cute color illustrations of scenarios that are simply incomplete without two. A uniquely charming gift for Valentine's Day, anniversaries, or just because, readers will find themselves dipping into this beguiling book again and again.
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Customer Reviews
I got this for my wife as a gift on Valentine’s Day (though not all she got). It was very cute and she enjoyed it even more than I expected. I guess it’s basically formatted like a children’s book, but cute. It begins with "Me without you is like...", the next page is "... sky without blue", and then every following page has some other little rhyming comparison, such as "hair without do", "ghost without boo", "kung without fu", etc., and just keeps going on and on like that for every page, each with a little illustration.

This is a great little book that works as a perfect gift or reminder to tell someone you care about them. The illustrations are cute and every page rhymes. I gave it as a gift to my girlfriend and she loves it. It’s something we’ll keep out, lying around for a quick glance when we need a pick me up.

I already wrote a review but wanted to post photos of the book itself I absolutely love it can’t wait to give to my fiancé for Valentine’s Day he will love it❤️.
Such a cute little book. Bought it for my boyfriend when we had a fight. It did just the trick. It came brand new. It isn't a story book so if you're expecting a story don't get this. Just a quirky cute book to share with a loved one.

I got this little book for my boyfriend thinking it would make a great gift for him and once I opened the package I knew he would love it. The book is super cute and just down right adorable. it's actually pretty funny and longer than i even expected it to be, has a cute little ending and just puts a smile on my face. Overall i think the book would make a great gift for anyone that you can't be without

So Cute!!! I plan to give this to my boyfriend on Valentine's Day, he can read it and then, I will give it to the kids. They have already read it and immediately began quoting the passages. Adorable for anyone with a sense of humor!!!

Such a cute book. I got this for my boyfriend and my anniversary. It’s full of cute simple little illustrations. The pages aren't numbered but there's a picture of how thick the book is. This was a great read for the people I love. Beautiful bed time story for my daughter and something easy for her to read.

An early purchase for Valentine’s Day this year - can’t wait to give it. Gets 4 stars because I like it a lot - but it is for my girlfriend, so not fair for me to give it the perfect 5 stars. Pretty sure she will. Either way - this is an outstanding add-on gift for VD, a birthday, anniversary, whatever - or just a "for no reason at all“ surprise.
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